The magnetic p olarizability tensor of a short righ t circular condu cting cylin der is calculated in t he principal a xes system wit h a un iform quas i-static bu t n onpenetrating a pplied fi eld. On e of the t wo distinct t enso r components is d erived from r es ul ts alread y ob tained in co nnection wi th the electric polarizabili ty of short co ndu cting cylind ers. The other is calculated to a n acc u racy of f our to fiv e significan t fi gures for cylind ers with radi us to h alf-length ratios of }~, }~, 1, 2, a nd 4. These res ults, when co m bin ed with t he corresp onding res ults for the electri c pola ri za bility, are a pplicable to t he proble m of calculating scatteri ng from cylinclers and to the des ign of a rt ifi c;a l dispersive media. 5=5
Introduction
This ar ticle considers the problem of findin g the mftgnetie polariz ability tensor {3ij of a shor t, that is, noninfinite in length, righ t circular conducting cylinder under th e assump tion of negli gible field pene tration . The lat ter condition can be r ealized easily with avail able cond uctin g m aterials and fi elds which , although time varying, h ave wavelengths long compared wi th cylinder dimensions and can therefore be regftrded as quasi-static. T he approach of the presen t ar ticle is par allel to tha t employed earlier [1] 3 by th e au thor fo r fin ding the electric polariz ab ility of shor t co nductin g cylinders.
The m agnetic polarizability tensor r ela tes the induced magnetic dipole moment mi to the inducing field B j according to th e equation (1) with th e cylinder sit uated in free space. The cen ter ed coordin ate system of principal axes used in [1] , in which t he z-axis co in cides wi th the axi s of rotatio nal symmetry, is also employed h ere. I n t his system , the equ al trn,nsverse componen ts {3xx and {3yy arc denoted f3/t' and the longit udinal component f3 zz is denoted {311. In agreement with oth er conventions of [1] , a represents t he radius of th e cylinder ; b, the haH-Iength ; and c, the h alf-diagonal or distance from cen ter to edge. R ationalized M .ILS . units are used throughout.
The method described h as been used successfully for calculating f3tt for cylinders wi th alb ratios of ?~, ?~, 1, 2, and 4. For th e calculation of f31l, the foll owing relation, proved in appendix A, is invoked: (2) where (Xtt is th e transverse electric polarizabili ty treated in [1] . It is interesti ng that eq. (2) is valid not only for circular cylinder but for all conducting solids of revolu tion. B oth {311 and {3tt are negative, indicating th at an artificial medium composed of short cylinder elements arranged in a lattice will be diamagnetic.
In the transverse case, where no simple relationship such as (2) is known to exist, the prob-lem which presents itself is that of finding, in the external space, a static magnetic field which has no normal component at the surface of the cylinder and which reduces to a uniform field at infinity. With such a field there is associated physically a surface current density j on the cylinder and a field free condition in the interior. This surface current is related to the field values at the surface by : (3) where en is the outward normal, and it gives rise to the induced magnetic dipole moment: (4) As with the corresponding problem involving electric polarizability, there is no known coordinate system in which a short cylinder can be treated by the conventio~al method of separating Laplace's equation and a different method, involving arbitrarily good approximations to the current distribution function, must be employed. In a manner analogous to that of [1] , let the cylinder be regarded merely as a geometrical construct to which the surface current distribution is fu'mly affixed. If the uniform (applied) component of the magnetic field is subtracted, the remaining field will be that due to the current system on the cylinder acting alone; it will be characterized by a dipole-like external field and a perfectly uniform internal field which is equal and opposite to the applied field . The problem may therefore be restated in terms of finding, on a finite cylindrical surface with closed plane ends, a surface current distribution which, when acting alone, generates a uniform magnetic field in the interior. The technique employed here makes use of this viewpoint and consists in setting up, on the surface, a current density function which is completely determined by a finite number of parameters, then solving for the values of these parameters so as to obtain ma:ll."imal uniformity of the current field or, alternatively, maximal cancellation of the applied field, within.
The research reported here, like that related to the electric polarizability, was performed under the direction of Prof. W . R. Smythe. The author is indebted to him for many valuable discussions and to the personnel of the California Institute of Technology Computing Center for their cooperation.
. The Transverse Problem
In this problem, let a uniform magnetic field of magnitude B be applied in the positive y-direction. The induced surface current density j may be regarded as equal to J~ where ~ is the thickness of an infinitesmal surface layer in which the current is confined and J is the value of the conventional current density vector averaged over the thickness of this layer. In the quasi-static case, J is solenoidal and can be regarded as the curl of an equivalent averaged magnetization M which is also confined to the infinitesmal surface layer and which is normal to the surface at all points. On the side of the cylinder, let J.l0t:P~=-aF(z/b) sin </>, (5) and on the upper end, (6) where F and G are dimensionless functions as yet to be determined. The configuration just described constitutes a nonuniform magnetic shell, that is a magnetic shell [2, p . 261] associated with a distributed current system.
Evidently the surface curre nts on the side arc given by
M~"'S= -7;F/( zlb )si n cp, ( ) where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the dimensionless argument zlb. The urface currents on the upper end are M ojpe= _~ G(pla) cos cp'
The current di tribution on the lower end is equal and opposite to that on Lhe upper end. Typical f01"ms for the functions involved in eqs (7) through (10) are illustrated in figure 1 ; a sketch of the actual lines of current flow is presented in figure 2.
C2L" dp," I I FI GU RE 1. Typical forms for the functions describing the equivalent magnetic shell and the current system. The asymp totic behavior of current and field near the edge of the cylinder is determined by the fact that, lo cally, the edge re embles a configuration consisting of two infinite perfectly conducting planes intersecting at right angles with the field restricted to the outer (larger) of the two angular domains. uch a configuration is a familiar one in two-dimensional potential theory. In the ca e at hand, two mutually perpendicular components of magnetic field are distinguished: (a) the component which is everywhere parallel to the edge, and (b) the component which bends around the edge. E ach of these field components has associated with it a surface current obeying eq (3) . The component of magnetic field parallel to the edge is locally uniform in the outer space and is of no further intere t in the present discussion . The surface value of the component which bends around the edge, however, increases as the edge is approached and is in fact proportional to l-I /3 where l is the perpendicular distance from the edge to the surface point in question . T his dependence, which is the same as that of the electrostatic charge density on a similar freely charged configuration, is obtained by means of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. The associated component of surface current is, of course, parallel to the edge and everywhere proportional to the field . On the cylinder, then , the cf>-components of current, and hence the functions F' and G' must be asymptotic to constants times l-113 as 1 tends to zero . This, in turn, imposes certain requirements upon F and G. Quantitatively,
(11 ) G(p/a) ",03-04(a-p)2/3 as p~a;
(12)
It is seen that two edge conditions, 03= 0 1 and 04= 0 2, must be satisfied. The former of these insures continuity of current flow across the edge of the cylinder, the latter that the cf> components on side and end match one another as both tend to infinity at the edge.
The functions F and G are represented by finite weighted sums involving the unknown coefficients j b, i"" gb, and gm, and the "J", funct ions defin ed in [1 ] . Note that the parity parameters are chosen so as to make F even and G odd and that the parameter which controls the singnlarity is given the value 2/3. Thus, 
are called the " basic" terms as in (1] . Togeth er they constitute a very simple curren t sys tem in which the flov{ takes placc in plane rectangular loops around the cylinder, t h e plane of each loop b eing parallel to the xz-plane of figur e 2. Superposed upon this b asic flow p attern is another pattern described by the nonbasic (summed) terms in (15) and (16) . Th e addition of this pattern gives a gentle curvature to the current lines and introduces the necessary singular behavior at the edges. Clearly the first edge condition demands that gb = fb and h enceforth the single symbol Jb will b e used as the coefficient of the basic term in both F and G.
In relating the self field of the current system to M~, a magnetic scalar potential U, defined such t hat B = -\1 U, will b e used . The boundary conditions at the magnetic shell are the duals of the corresponding boundary conditions for the electric potential at a charged surface, that is, the normal gradients on the two sides of the shell are equal but the potential values differ by the lo cal intensity olthe magn etization. Quantitatively, if I and II are two adjoining regions separated by a mag netic sh ell, and if en is a unit vector pointing from I into II, then
Application of these boundary condi tions a,nd of other well-known procedures of poten tial theory leads to the following expression for the poten tial in Lh e interior of th e cylinder clu e Lo t h e current system on the side: 
Th e Fourier cosine tran sform of the F fun ction , enclosed in the squar e brackets above, is cn,sily expressed in t erms of B essel functions with the aid of eq (A9) in [1] . The fun cLion I I (lcp) cos k z sin C/> , which is r egular in a n eighborhood of the origin , m ay b e r epresented in a sph eri ca] harmonic exp n,l1sion about the origin . Thu s (2 1) becomes U ,(r,e,c/ » eB (22) H er e and elsewhere, th e sin gula rity parameter v' for th e nonb asic terms is understood to be equn,l to 2/3. The spheri cal harmonic expan sion of (22) converges for all r< a. vViLh r eference to Lhe ends of t h e cylinder, t he inLerior potenLial gencnLted by th e current distribution s on th e t wo ends is given by
] .
e 0 a 0 G(p' /a) J I(lcp') p' dp' lcae-kb J J(kp ) coshlczdlc sll1c/>.
This, in turn , may also b e expressed as an expansion in sphel'icallulrmonics whi ch converges for all r < b:
Ue(r ,e,c/ » eB
Evidently the sum of (22) and (24) constitutes an expn,l1 sion of th e in terior po tential due to the to tal current distribution, convergent within the largest spher e which cn,n b e inscrib ed in the cylinder. Such a n expansion m ay also b e expressed in th e form (25) where the Z's are obtained from (22) a nd (24) by integrating [3, p . 137] over Ie. These Z 's b ecome th e m atrix elem ents in a system of simultan eous equa tions which ro,LY be solved for thej b,jm, and Om such that the coefficient of (r/efV+ 1P~p + I (cos e) sin c/> will b e unity for p = O and zero for as many p > O as po sible. The econd edge condition, also included in the system ot simultaneous equ a tion s, is simply 
The second term in (33 ) vanishes unless p = O, in which case the hypergeometric function is easily summed:
Let the symbol oop be equal to unity for p = O and to zero for p~O ; then eb_ (-1)P2 2P + 1 r(p + -i)r(p+ !)a 4 b (5
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In (25 ), the total coefficient of j b is the sum o( zs;, and 2' ;. This sum is denoted by Z! and is given by (37) Using the third Gauss relationship, as listed in [4, p . 103]:
(38)
This has an even simpler form , obtained by an elementary transformation of the hypergeometric fun ction and a simplification of the gamma function multiplier :
The three formulas, (28 ), (3 0), and (39 ), contain the information necessary for a numerical calculation of the matrix elements. If both the electric and the magnetic polarizabilities are being calculated [or the same cylinder, much labor can be saved by comparing the expression for the matrix elements in this paper with those in [1] and exploiting the similarities. The magnetic dipole moment, given by eq (4) , has only a y-component,
Using expressions (7) through (10), The first edge condition requires that F (I )= G(I ); hence,
The quantity mlliB is the transverse polarizability and the geometrical volume Va is easily recognized. The orthogonality relationships given in [1] aid in the integration of F , yielding the following formula for the polarizability :
Results
The two distinct tensor components of the magnetic polarizability are given in table 1 . Actual values of the expansion coefficients for the F and G functions, which describe the surface current distribution via the equivalent magnetic shell for the transverse case, are included in appendix B. These data, upon which the f3 tt results of table 1 are based, were obtained by solving sets of 18 simul taneous equations. Experimentation with fewer equations bas led the author to the conclusion that the accuracy is not quite as good as that obtained for the electric polarizability in [I) . In other words, the f3 tt figures have a probable error of about 2 units in the least significant digit for a/b equal to unity and about 10 units in this digit for a/b equal to 4 or to %. The f3 n figures, on the other hand, were obtained from the electric pol ariz abilities simply by the application of eq (2) , and therefore enjoy the same accuracy belonging to the latter. As an additional check upon the numerical calculations in the transverse problem, a procedure analogous to that employed in [1) was used. Consider the total field B , which is the sum of the applied field and the field due to the current system on the cylinder. A normal component B tn of the total field at any point on the surface of the cylinder indicates that an error is present. If n represents distance away from the surface in the outward normal direction at a particular surface point, one may calculate the displacement of the surface lln which, considering the local value of the normal field gradient, would reduce the normal field component to zero . In other words, let the following equation be solved for lln: (46) This lln may then be compared with the gross dimensions of the cylinder. The local field gradient 'OB In/'On depends upon the current distribution at the point in question and may be calculated by appealin g to eq (3) and to the solenoidal character of B I . To first order, one has for any point on the side of the cylinder 'OB tp = (_~ 'Ojzs+ ' OJ,,,s) . The quantities Bp , F, FI/ and finally ~p/a were calculated for z= O, that is for points on the "equator" of the cylinder; h ence the term" equator ch eck " in appendix B . Th e same method applied to the upper end of the cylinder yields oBtz= B sin q:, ( _ 0' -G" + G),
where u represents pia. Substitution of the expansion A\u+ A 3u 3 + A 5u 5 + ... for G, which is known to b e an odd fun ction , gives (52) ince both sides of (52) vanish at p= O, that is at t he " pole" of the cyli nder, one must differenliale wilh r espect to p in order to obtain something usef ul. Thus, (53) Furthermore, for <Lny point on the upp er end, B tz is simply B z, the field due lo the current system ;Llone. Fin ally,
Values of oB z/op, GI// , and ~z/b wer e calc ulated fo r the pole; d,tta are giyen unde r Lhe heading of " pole check " in appendix B. Generally speakin g, the pole checks are satisfactory but are not as good as the corresponding checks in (1] .
Appendix A : Relation Between the Longitudinal Magnetic and the Transverse Electric Polarizabilities of a Conducting Solid of Revolution
Let figure 3 illustrate a typical solid of revolution formed b.'T rotating the curve p= p(z) about the z-axis.
Let the unit vectors es and en point along the tangent and the outward normal of this curve, respectively. The variable 8, associated with es, measures distance along the curve and encompasses the solid as it varies over the interval 0~8~8. It is sufficient if p(z) has a uniquely defined tangent and is normal at almost every point in this interval.
1£ the applied fields consist of a uniform magnetic field B in the z-direction and a uniform electric field E in the x-direction , the following is to be proved:
In the electric case, the scalar potential satisfies the conditions: Application of the Laplacian operator to either cos cf> jl or to eq,j2 yields the same equation in p and z. In other words,
Sincej! andj2 obey the same differential equation, have the same boundary conditions at the surface of the solid, and have identical asymptotic behavior at infinity, it is clear thatj! j2 j . The surface charge density in the electric case is and it is easily shown that the x-component of the induced electric dipole moment is
The surface current in the magnetic case as given by (3) is :
On the surface, where j = 0, this reduces to the following : A comparison of (A9) with (A6 ) shows that the asserted relation (AI) is true.
. Appendix B: Values of the Expansion Coefficients for the Functions F and G
Values of the expansion coefficients for the functions F and G and the resul ts of the checking procedure at pole and equator are given in tables 2 through 6. The notation "A(p)" means "A times lOP." Equ ator checL . . 
